Yahoo! Shopping (www.searchforecast.com)

Using Yahoo! Shopping Features and Services for SEO and PPC
This brief outlines ways to use Yahoo! Shopping and other Yahoo! shopping features to attain better visibility in
Yahoo! organic search results.

1.

Yahoo Shopping (and Kelkoo) results in organic search

Often Yahoo! will feature Yahoo! Shopping categories and products in Yahoo! organic results when your search
terms (keyword) match their items or categories. Important note: In Europe, Yahoo! shopping is a separate site
called Kelkoo – a popular shopping site that was purchased by Yahoo! Yahoo! Shopping and Kelkoo use a cost
per click model for product listed on their sites.
In the United States, where the Yahoo! shopping entry shows up depends on how much Yahoo! wants to promote
the category. For example, the keyword “cell phones” will trigger the listing of prominent Yahoo! Shopping cell
st
phone listings as 1 in the organic results.

For a more narrowly defined product, such as “tough cell phone”, the Yahoo shopping entry will show up on the
right hand side of the page, with the pay per click listings.
Yahoo! European search works in a different way, with some product searches producing a Kelkoo shopping
entry high in the organic results, when they are available. The opportunity is to use high value keywords in
product descriptions and wherever possible in the list of items in Yahoo! Shopping and Kelkoo.
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2. Yahoo! and PayPal
Yahoo! and PayPal have a partnership whereby when items are listed with Yahoo! Pay Per Click and offered
within the PayPal shopping cart, advertisements will receive a special shopping cart graphic, which can set it
apart from other PPC listings on the search results page of Yahoo!.

For further information, contact:
Richard Andrus
San Francisco
Email: richard.andrus@searchforecast.com
Telephone: 925.465.1221
Marc Phillips
Email: marc.phillips@searchforecast.com
Telephone: 415.606.0900

Disclaimer
This report is provided for your general assistance and information only. SearchForecast does not make any
representations or warranties (express or implied) as to the accuracy or currency of the information contained in
the materials nor does it accept liability whatsoever for any reliance placed on this material, including any liability
in negligence for reliance on any information in these materials or any products, services or information which
may be provided by the companies and organizations referred to.
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